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Candidates who may have been the victims
of vote counting fraud

Robert Schermerhorn (Mayoral candidate)
Nick Jessen (Council candidate)

Candidates who may have been the
beneficiaries of vote counting fraud:

Mayor Heather Jackson
Council Member Nathan Ochsenhirt

Primary municipal election date:

August 13, 2013

Date of official canvassing:

August 27, 2013

Summary
According to Lois Heber, a poll watcher in the 2013 Eagle Mountain Municipal Primary Election,
Fionnuala B. Kofoed (city recorder and chief election officer) removed the last ballot box to be
counted on election night from the designated counting area into her private back office (without
telling the poll watcher) where she proceeded to count ballots with her employees (who were
not the official poll judges) until she was discovered by the poll watcher later on that night.
Anomalies in the election results suggest that the city recorder may have substituted the names
of two challengers with the names of two incumbents on about 145 ballots, a number that is
sufficiently large enough to change the results of the election. This and other inconsistencies,
like the lack of enforcement of election rules that night, call into question the integrity of the vote
count. The only sure way to verify that voting fraud did not take place is through a recount.
Background
The 2013 Eagle Mountain City Municipal Primary Election was a hotly contested race in which
16 candidates vied for 3 positions (one mayoral and two council seats). Turnout for this election
was almost three times higher than in the city’s previous primary.
The main cause for this increase in interest was the publication of the “Eagle Mountain City
Utility Scandal Report” (Exhibit 1) on February 9, 2013 on the eagleshare.org website. This
report received state-wide media attention and prompted the Utah State Auditor’s Office to
promise to investigate certain aspects of the city’s operations. Shortly afterwards, a door hanger
was distributed throughout the city which advertised some of the findings of the report and
asked people to run for office (Exhibit 2). Next, another door hanger was distributed that sought
to build support for the three strongest reform candidates (Exhibit 3).
These publications and the overwhelming response from residents put the city on the defensive
and it immediately started improving its operations. Among other things, it published its utility
rates on its bills (which it had never done before), it started fixing the city’s potholes, and it also
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became much more transparent about reporting financial losses. But they also created a lot of
fear among the city’s employees who thought they might lose their jobs if the strongest reform
candidates got into office. This was especially true of the city recorder, Fionnuala Kofoed, since
she had been singled out in the utility scandal report.
The three strongest reform candidates were Robert Schermerhorn (Mayor), Nick Jessen
(Council), and Tom Westmoreland (Council). On election night Lois Heber served as their poll
watcher. Ms. Heber’s statement (Exhibit 4) describes the events surrounding the vote count on
election night and how the city recorder did not enforce and follow some of her own rules and
procedures. The following account of the main irregularities with the count on election night was
created using her statement and other facts that were gathered after the election.
Main Irregularities
(Exhibit 5) Near the end of the vote counting on election night Ms. Heber left the designated
vote counting area (A) in the recorder’s office to go to the bathroom (B). At this time the official
vote counters were processing the second to the last precinct box. While she was in the
bathroom Ms. Kofoed took the last uncounted box of votes into her private office (C) where she
proceeded to count the ballots with her two assistants. When Ms. Heber left the bathroom she
returned to the designated vote counting area in the main office to resume her role as a poll
watcher. When the official vote counters were done with their box, Ms. Heber asked herself
where Ms. Kofoed had gone. This is when she got up and looked into Ms. Kofoed’s back office
and discovered her counting the ballots for the last uncounted precinct. Specifically, Ms. Kofoed
was reading the ballots and her two assistants were tallying the votes. Mrs. Heber describes in
her statement (Exhibit 4) what happened after this discovery and the drama that followed.
The statistical results of this election (Exhibit 6) suggest that something illegal may have
happened while the city recorder counted ballots in her back office without poll watchers
present.
First of all, it’s important to note that Schermerhorn, Jessen, and Westmoreland ran as a team
and closely coordinated their activities, literature, and signs (Exhibit 7). They also had the
support of Eagleshare.org and its supporters. Because of all this you’d expect their vote totals to
be very close. This was true for two of the candidates--Schermerhorn (389) and Jessen (394)
but it wasn’t for Westmoreland who received 536 votes.
What makes this last number so interesting is that Westmoreland received the 2nd highest
number of votes in the city council race despite the following facts:
-- He never had a campaign website up and running.
-- He did not personally attend the city’s “Meet the Candidates” event.
-- He only had about 40 yard signs up in the entire city.
-- While he did attend the debate, it was lightly attended by residents.
When the final election results were tallied that night another poll watcher was stunned because
Westmoreland had such a low profile in this election compared to the other candidates, other
than his exposure as part of a team with Schermerhorn and Jessen.
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There are two possible explanations for this outcome. Either Westmoreland’s debate
performance and word of mouth endorsements put him over the top, or he actually got about the
same number of votes as Schermerhorn and Jessen but some of their votes were never
counted. According to Ms. Heber a large number of the ballots counted that night were cast for
Schermerhorn, Jessen and Westmoreland together, as expected since they campaigned as a
team.
(Exhibit 8) If Ms. Kofoed, the sole reader of the ballots in her private office that night, had
merely replaced the names of Schermerhorn and Jessen on some of these team ballots with the
names of Jackson and Ochsenhirt (the two incumbents), she could have easily changed the
outcome of the election. She had the motive and she definitely had the opportunity. And all she
would have had to do was intentionally misread about 145 ballots, which is the average
difference between Westmoreland’s total and that of the other candidates on his team. This
could easily have been done in the last precinct box she counted that night.
Here are some other anomalies that are worth considering:
(1) According to a previous poll worker for the city, previous vote counts had been performed in
the recorder’s private office because it contains a conference table that offers plenty of space to
work on. In this last election this same person found it odd that the vote count was done in the
main office behind the glass wall (Exhibit 5 – A) because it’s such a tight space to work in,
especially if there are multiple poll watchers trying to verify the count. But choosing this location
makes perfect sense if someone needs to reserve a private space in the back office for a secret
count later on.
(2) According to Ms. Heber she was never told that Ms. Kofoed was going to take the last ballot
box into her private office for counting, and when she complained about this she felt that Ms.
tried to intimidate her into accepting her version of the events that evening.
(3) Ms. Kofoed performed a meaningless “test count” to verify that her backroom totals were
accurate. Performing a test count for only one candidate proves nothing about the veracity of
the count for the other candidates, but it does provide the appearance of integrity to an
uninformed audience.
(4) Ms. Kofoed made a point to tell Ms. Heber that night that if the margin of victory was higher
than (X) percent, then there was no legal basis for a recount. In light of the other irregularities,
this may have been an attempt to discourage Ms. Heber from contesting the election results.
(5) If the city recorder had kept track of the ongoing election results that evening and it wasn’t
going well for her, it would provide an incentive for her to make a risky move such as taking the
last ballot box out of the designated counting area without notifying the opposition poll watcher.
If her intent had been merely to speed up the counting process and shorten a long night, you’d
expect her to have taken other boxes back to her office earlier in the evening and inform all the
poll watchers of what she was doing.
(6) And lastly, if the vote count really was honest, why would the city recorder even risk
allowing so many irregularities to take place that evening? According to multiple sources she
has always run clean elections in the past, and when they learned of the many odd things that
happened that night, they were truly shocked.
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Remedy
The only real way to know whether the vote totals as reported by the city are accurate is through
a recount. But since the integrity of the city’s chief elections officer is in question, this recount
should be performed by an independent agency such as the Utah County Elections Division
(Exhibit 9).
Ideally, the Utah County Elections Division would immediately obtain custody of the ballots in
question in order to remove the possibility of any future ballot tampering by city officials. These
ballots are currently being held in a safe in the Eagle Mountain City Recorder’s Office.
If the last precinct ballot box that was counted that night can be positively identified, a recount
could be limited to this one box since its votes are the only ones that are in question. If this
precinct box cannot be positively identified, it might be necessary to perform a full recount of all
the ballots cast in the city. Since only 1845 paper ballots were cast city-wide, any recount
should be relatively easy and cheap to perform, especially if it’s limited to one precinct.
During any recount all the ballots should be inspected to make sure they are genuine.
Specifically, the serial numbers should be embossed as they were when they arrived from Carr
Printing. They should not be laser facsimiles in the same color as they most likely would be if
they were forged. There should also not be any eraser smudges that would indicate that votes
were changed. The pencils in the voting stalls did not have erasers on them and some voters
only had access to permanent marker pens.
Another indication of fraud would be strange ballots in which residents voted for the two
incumbents (Jackson and Ochsenhirt) as well as Westmoreland. If these ballots exist, they are
most likely fraudulent since Westmoreland’s political positions are diametrically opposed to
those of the incumbents. Election officials should be able to easily identify these ballots as
fraudulent by matching their serial numbers with the serial numbers in the voter books, and then
contacting those specific voters to verify their votes. If they did not vote for the incumbents and
Westmoreland as indicated on their ballots, their ballots were altered.
Since there were so many irregularities on election night that are directly attributable to the
actions of the city recorder, the cost of any recount should be borne solely by Eagle Mountain
City, even if the vote totals as reported by the city prove to be correct. When the city does not
enforce its own election rules as described in Ms. Heber’s statement, and it also creates
uncertainty by failing to notify poll watchers of significant changes in procedure, individual voters
who contest the results should not have to pay for the recount just to prove that the election was
fair.
As with many other things in Eagle Mountain, it’s not clear whether these vote counting
irregularities were merely caused by incompetence or whether they were the result of outright
fraud. But one thing is clear, the citizens of Eagle Mountain deserve to know the truth.
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Exhibit 4
Vote%Counting%Irregularities%in%the%%
2013%Eagle%Mountain%City%Municipal%Primary%Election%
%
Prepared%by%Lois%Heber%%
(poll%watcher%for%Schermerhorn,%Jessen,%and%Westmoreland)%
%
%
I%am%writing%this%because%I%believe%election%rules%were%broken%and%proper%procedures%were%not%followed%
in%the%counting%of%ballots%in%the%August%13th,%2013%municipal%primary%election%in%Eagle%Mountain%City,%
Utah.%This%included%the%removal%of%ballots%from%the%designated%counting%area%in%the%city%recorder’s%main%
office%to%a%back%office%location%where%they%were%counted%personally%by%Mrs.%Kofoed,%the%city%recorder,%
and%other%city%employees%without%poll%watchers%present%until%I%discovered%them.%
%
On%August%13,%2013%I%requested%to%be%a%count%observer.%To%do%this%I%had%to%sign%an%affidavit%stating%that%I%
would%arrive%at%the%recorder’s%office%before%the%vote%counting%started%and%would%not%leave%until%it%was%
done.%I%arrived%at%approximately%3:45%PM%and%was%the%only%observer%there.%Donna%Burnham%(city%council%
member)%came%in%after%I%did%but%before%the%count%started.%Mrs.%Kofoed%gave%me%a%tour%of%the%recorder’s%
office%and%explained%to%me%what%would%be%happening.%I%had%brought%a%bag%containing%my%Kindle%so%I%
could%read%in%the%downtime.%She%told%me%I%would%not%be%able%to%have%any%electronic%devices%and%that%I%
would%have%to%put%my%bag%in%a%separate%room.%I%agreed%to%do%this.%Donna%Burnham%also%put%her%purse%in%
this%separate%room,%but%not%the%additional%bag%she%had.%Then%they%started%counting%the%early%voter%
ballots.%After%this%task%was%completed%Donna%Burnham%left,%although%according%to%the%affidavit%I%had%to%
sign%to%be%an%observer,%this%was%not%allowed,%if%she%was%acting%as%a%poll%watcher%too.%At%this%point,%I%
started%walking%around%the%office%and%saw%that%the%lady%who%had%been%reading%the%actual%ballots%for%the%
counters,%was%on%a%cell%phone%in%Mrs.%Kofoed’s%back%office.%
%
Approximately%20%minutes%later,%Mrs.%Kofoed’s%staff%started%counting%ballots%that%had%been%cast%that%day.%
I%do%not%know%the%order%of%precincts.%During%this%count,%a%man%knocked%on%the%door,%Mrs.%Kofoed%
answered%and%allowed%him%in,%stating%she%had%his%paperwork%to%be%an%observer,%once%again%ignoring%the%
rules%in%the%affidavit.%%This%man%introduced%himself%to%me%as%Tony%from%White%Hills,%and%that%he%was%part%
of%the%Luke%Pannell%(city%council)%campaign.%We%settled%in%to%watch%the%count.%%%
%
Approximately%three%hours%into%the%count,%after%many%other%interruptions%and%knocks%on%the%door,%Mrs.%
Kofoed%admitted%yet%another%person%to%watch%the%count.%This%person%asked%Tony%and%I%about%what%had%
happened%and%how%things%looked%so%far.%After%about%20%minutes%he%decided%to%leave%and%did%after%
receiving%a%warning%from%Mrs.%Kofoed%to%not%disclose%what%he%had%seen%and%learned.%%
%
Later%on%that%evening%near%the%end%of%the%counting%but%before%the%last%ballot%box%was%opened,%Mrs.%
Kofoed%told%me%that%there%were%about%500%more%ballots%to%be%counted.%I%then%went%to%use%the%bathroom%
that%was%located%inside%the%office.%When%I%came%out%I%resumed%watching%the%count%in%the%main%office.%
When%the%three%official%poll%counters%were%done,%I%noticed%that%Mrs.%Kofoed%and%her%staff%were%not%
where%they%had%been%the%rest%of%the%time.%This%is%when%I%walked%back%to%her%private%office%in%the%back%of%
the%recorder’s%department%and%saw%Mrs.%Kofoed%reading%ballots%while%her%two%of%her%employees%tallied%
the%count.%%
%
I%was%stunned%because%this%is%not%where%ballots%were%supposed%to%be%counted%and%I%was%never%told%about%
the%change%in%location.%I%watched%for%a%while%but%since%there%were%no%chairs%available,%I%was%unable%to%
observe%the%rest%of%these%ballots%being%counted%(I%have%had%two%knee%replacements%in%the%last%2%½%years%
and%couldn’t%stand%for%long).%Before%they%were%done%I%went%to%use%the%bathroom%again,%and%when%I%came%

out%they%were%in%the%main%office%area%again%and%the%poll%counters%were%doing%a%“test%count”%for%one%of%
the%candidates%to%demonstrate%that%Mrs.%Kofoed’s%unsupervised%count%was%correct.%At%no%time%were%the%
poll%watchers%or%poll%counters%allowed%to%verify%the%count%for%all%the%candidates%in%this%precinct.%
%
Once%the%vote%totals%were%entered%into%the%recorder’s%computer,%they%were%printed%off%and%we%all%went%
through%the%city%council%chambers%into%the%foyer%where%a%crowd%was%waiting.%I%went%and%stood%next%to%
one%of%the%candidates%I%was%supporting%and%listened%with%him%and%other%friends%while%Mrs.%Kofoed%
announced%the%results.%After%she%was%done,%I%quietly%told%my%friends%some%of%what%had%happened.%A%few%
minutes%later%as%we%all%started%to%leave,%Mrs.%Kofoed%approached%me%and%asked%me%in%a%stern%manner%to%
come%with%her%into%the%council%chambers.%She,%one%of%her%assistants,%and%the%ballot%reader%who%had%used%
the%cell%phone%were%there%and%Mrs.%Kofoed%began%to%tell%me%that%she%had%learned%of%my%concerns%from%
someone%who%had%overheard%my%conversation.%At%this%time%she%insisted%that%she%had%announced%her%
intention%to%count%the%ballots%in%her%office,%but%I%never%heard%this%announcement,%either%because%she%
didn’t%make%it%at%all%or%because%I%was%in%the%bathroom%when%it%was%made.%
%
When%I%stood%my%ground%and%told%her%that%I%was%never%told%about%the%change%in%procedure,%she%began%to%
argue%with%me%saying%that%I%had%seen%what%was%going%on%and%that%I%wasn’t%denied%access.%At%this%point%I%
became%scared.%My%husband%and%I%were%behind%on%our%utility%payments%and%I%was%afraid%that%the%city%
would%shut%them%off%completely%if%I%complained%too%loudly%because%I%have%seen%the%city%act%unethically%in%
the%past.%In%order%to%get%out%of%the%building%as%quickly%as%possible%I%immediately%praised%her%and%her%
counters%for%the%work%they%had%done.%And%when%I%got%home%I%went%on%Facebook%and%praised%her%and%the%
counters%again%because%I%did%not%want%my%utilities%shut%off.%I%have%since%setup%a%payment%plan%with%the%
city%for%my%past%due%utilities%and%I%am%now%in%a%position%where%I%am%not%afraid%to%state%all%that%I%saw.%
%
Mrs.%Kofoed,%I%believe,%ignored%election%rules%and%illegally%counted%hundreds%of%ballots%in%a%manner%that%
could%not%be%verified%by%poll%watchers.%I%believe%she%did%this%knowingly%and%in%a%deceptive%manner,%and%
afterwards,%when%she%learned%of%my%concerns%about%the%integrity%of%the%vote,%she%attempted%to%
intimidate%me%into%not%talking%about%it%anymore.%
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